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l. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS 

The development of improved agricultural technology and its implementation at the actual 
production level requires years of continuous and dedicated research and development efforts. 
For an international center such as CIAT not only is it necessary to assemble a viable research 
infrastructure that allows for concentrated, interd iscipl inary work on h igh-priority product ion 
constraints, but also requires systematic cooperation with national research and development 
institutions aimed at building up the capacity of these institutions to become full partners in the 
technology development and utilization process. 

After little more than 1 O years of CIA T's existence, it is evident that despite the magnitud e 
of the task, the expectation that CIA T's efforts to increase the quality and quantity of selected 
staple foods come to an early fruition , can be met. CIAT's regional rice program-which is 
responsible for the Western Hemisphere and works in close collaboration with 1 RRI -has long 
been most successful in providing national programs with a continuous stream of high-yielding, 
good quality rice materials that have caused significant increases in the production and produc
tivity of the irrigated rice sector in Latín America and the Caribbean. Now, CIA T's other pro
grams (i.e., beans, tropical pastures, and cassava) have also reached the stage where they can 
count o n viable new technology and strong networks of national collaborators as a basis for 
future production increases to be realized. 

Recent program developments can be summarized as follows: 

BEANS 

The objective of the CIAT Bean Program is to develop production technologies that permit 
increased yields and improved yield stabirity over time. Reflecting CIAT's concern for resource
efficient production technology and the intensification of the small-farm sector, the Bean Program 
emphasizes technologies based on improved germplasm that combine: (a) resistance or tolerance 
to the principal diseases, pests, and soil and climatic co nstraints; (b) efficiency in the use of 
applied inputs; and (e) improved plant architecture ¡¡nd yield potential. '· 

An integrated germplasm development and eva luation sc heme has passed its formative years 
and has become fully operational. In breeding, notable progress was achieved in the development 
of improved characters. Among diseases, this includes improved resistance/to lerance to bean 
common mosaic virus (BCMV), bean golden mosa ic virus (BGMV), rust, anthracnose, angular leaf 
spot, and common bacteria! blight (CBB). Among insect pests, important advances were made in 
breeding bean fines resistant to leafhoppers and the Apion pod weevil. For the first time, promising 
so urces of resistance to the most damaging and therefore economically important storage insects
the Zabrotes- were identified. Breeding success also extended to improved nitrogen-fixation 
technology for beans: through the recombination of promising donor materials, markedl y higher 
levels of atmospheric nitrogen fixation were achieved. In the area of breeding for improved archit
ecture, several new plant types were developed and are now in preliminary testing schemes to 
determine their usefulness in improving yield, yield stability, and mechanisms for disease and 
insect pest avoidance. Beyond improvement work for single traits, further advances were made in 
conferring desired combinations of improved characters onto the multitude of different seed 
types required by national programs. Already, improved bush and climbing bean materials are 
available for the majority of seed types required in the various production regions. 
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With the incorporation of resistance to bean co mmon mosaic virus- the most widespread and 
serious seed-transmitted disease prob lem affecting c urrent bean production in Latín America-into 
all materials leaving CIAT for further testing, and the availability of improved materials represent
ative o f a wide range of required seed types, the process of selecting from advanced breeding lines 
is being decentralized to collaborat ing national bean programs. 1 n 1982, nat ional programs in Latin 
America selected more than 20 lines f ro m advanced-generation materials and entered these lines 
into seed multiplication and/or farm-level t esting schemes. Bolivia, Costa Rica , El Salvador, and 
Brazi l, have a lready named new varieties selected from such breeding lines. 1 n August 1982, 
Mexico was added to these countries through the release by IN IA, the national agricu ltura! 
research institute, of " Negro Huastecto 81 ,"a superior line based o n a cross perfor med at CIAT; 
early selection was carried out at the 1 nstituto de Ciencia y Tecnología Agrícolas ( ICT A) in 
Guatemala, while the finishing of the variety was done by JNIA in Mexico. This new variety is 
intended for large-scale use in the Las Huastecas region of Mexico where 55,000 hectares of beans 
were grown in 1981. 

At least two countries -Guatemala a nd Honduras- ha ve airead y developed thei r own varieties 
based on early generation lines f rom CIAT crosses. The var ieties developed by Guatemala are 
ICT A Quetzal, ICT A j utiapan, and /CTA Tamazulapa; varieties developed in Honduras are Acacia 
4 and Copan. Thus, the in itial impact on bean productio n , which CIAT has achieved through the 
wide dissemination of available, non-CIAT improved commercial cultivars, can be expected to be 
redoubled in the near future thro ugh the wide cultivation of newly improved materials emanating 
from the cooperative breeding efforts between CIAT a nd national programs. With the active 
collaboration of the Bean Program's regional project in Central America, these lines are distrib
uted a nd tested throughout the region. Fo r example, the var iety ICT A Quetzal has airead y been 
adopted in Cuba; ICTA jutiapan has been adopted in Nicaragua; and Acacia has been introduced 
into Costa Rica. At the sa me time, in 198 2, 18 countries in Latin America and Africa requested 
more than 7000 ger mplasm accessio ns f rom CIAT for further testing a nd /or for use in their own 
breeding progra ms. These developments attest to the fa ct that a strong, viab le international bean 
development effort is jointly underway. 

CASSAVA 

Cassava is the principa l root crop and a major calorie staple in the rural low la nd t rop ics. 
Today world cassava prod uction of close to 120 millio n tons is divided among Latin America 
(25ofo), Asia (36ofo), and Africa {38ofo). Sorne two-thirds of this production is consumed as 
human food, either in fresh or in processed form . 

The CIAT Cassava Program seeks to satisfy the need for food and feed carbohydrates by 
converting cassava from a traditional rura l staple to a major, multi-use carbohydrate source. 
In addition, the Program is d eve lo ping germplasm and management systems to improve the 
utilizatio n of cassava for direct human consumption. 

Analyses of long-term data obtained in farm-level trials confirmed that t he improved , low-iriput 
management practices developed by the Cassava Progra m can do uble traditional yields of 10 tons 
of fresh root s/ha. lf, in addition, new selections o r hybrids are used , stable yields of 30 tons per 
hectare can be obtained . 

The viability of the new cassava techno logy is demonstrated by recent d evelopments in Cuba. 
By earl y 1982, of the 20,000 hectares planted to cassava, more than half were cultivated under 
the so-called " Colo mbian System" which is based o n CIAT technology adapted to Cuban condi
tions. With this cha nge over to the new system, the national average is confirmed to be about 
16 t / ha- mo re than 200ofo higher than four years ago. This dramatic increase in production has 
taken cassava off the rationed list in Cuba. While the two predominant variet ies presently used 
as part of the "Colombian System" are selections from local cultivars evaluated through a regional 
tria ls network, a new hybrid , MCol-1468, introduced to Cuba several years ago, is now being 
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multiplied to increase the proportion of total area planted to this variety. This variety can be 
harvested earlier than the local clones and thus will extend the period during which cassava is 
available in the fresh market. 

Research factors that may lead to the further improvement of management practices continued 
to be assigned high priority in the Program. A long-term fertility trial has confirmed thejmportance 
of potassium application with consecutive plantings of-<:assava. Also, the importance of a my
corrhizal association for normal growth of cassava in soils with low phosphorus availability was 
established. Studies of this association pointto the likelihood that inoculation with highly efficient 
mycorrhizal strains will ha ve significant effects on yield increases and will enable cheap, low-grade 
sources of phosphorus to be used effectively. The search for improved methods of cultural control 
of cassava insect pests was further boosted by the identification of a series of potentially useful 
natural enemies of economically important cassava pests. 

Progress in the long-term cassava-improvement efforts is evidenced by the fact that yields of 
local cultivars in the various testing sites stayed constant, whereas average yields of the CIAT 
genotypes have increased progressively and significantly. Superior CIAT genotypes are available 
for a majority of the various edapho-climatic ecosystems in which the Program works. These 
genotypes are already in the hands of collaborating national institutions where they are used for 
further testing for eventual release, or are included in national hybridization programs. Today, 
the Program is well on its way to producing genotypes with high yield potential, high root dry
matter content, and good eating quality. The very short shelf life of cassava remains a problem 
for the fresh market. 

TROPICAL PASTURES 

Sorne 850 million hectares, or 420/o, of the land area in the tropical Americas, are acid, 
infertile soils (Oxisols and Ultisols)-nearly one-third of which is comprised of savannas. lt is 
for these large and as-yet-underutilized land resources that the CIAT Tropical Pastures Program 
is developing pasture-production technology. The goal is increased cattle production, with the 
further expectation that the resulting infrastructural development will provide the basis for 
opening these land resources to agriculture in general. Recognizing that nutrition is the key to 
improved beef production in the savannas, the Tropical Pastures Program concentrates its efforts 
on the development of low-cost, low-input pasture-technology adapted'to the ecological conditions 
and compatible with prevailing farming operations in the different regions. The Program pursues 
this objective by: (a) selecting pasture germplasm adapted to the soil and environmental constraints 
and tolerant to prevailing pestsand diseases; (b) assembling the germplasm materials into persistent 
and productive legume-based pastures; and (e) integrating improved pasture technology into 
biologically and economically efficient animal-production systems. In its hierarchy of germplasm 
evaluation phases, the Program recognizes five categories as follows: 1 = ldentification of germ
plasm with potential, 11 = Agronomic evaluation on small plots, 111 = Agronom ic evaluation, 
IV = Pasture evaluation and management, and V = Pasture evaluation in production systems. 

The intensive germplasm-evaluation work carried out by the Tropical Pastures Program in 
1982 has allowed for continued advancement of a relatively large number of accessions to higher 
categories. By late 1982, sorne 75 legume accessions and 15 grass accessions had passed the very 
strict tests to be promoted toa category involving evaluation under grazing. 

An analysis of data on animal performances using various pasture systems reveals that the 
grass/legume associations as developed by the Program produce liveweight gains of more than 
200 kg animal/year, which is three times the liveweight gains obtained on well-managed native 
savannas. The data also show that the strategic use of legumes (i.e., so-called legume-banks 
planted in the native savanna so asto enhance the nutritional quality of fodder intake by grazing 
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animals) produces sorne 120 kg of liveweight gains per animal/year. These results confirm that 
improved pasture technology holds the key to substantiaf increases in animal performance in the 
acid, infertile soil areas of Latín America. 

After the national research institutions in Colombia and Brazil released the grass Andropogon 
gayanus CIAT 621 in their respective countries, Venezuela and Panama have now followed suit. 
In August of 1982, ICA, the nationaf agricultura! research institute of Colombia, officially 
passed on to the seed production sector a blend of five accessions of Stylosanthes capitata. This 
was the first time that a legume that had successfully passed all evaluation stages of the Tropical 
Pastures Program has been adopted and promoted by a collaborating national program. The 
initiation of the release process of legumes constitutes a majar step toward overcoming the critica! 
constraint to forage quafity for animal production in the savannas of tropical Latín America. 

RICE 

The CIAT Rice Program- physically the smallest of the four commodity research efforts
assumes regional responsibility for the Western Hemisphere. The Program coflaborates closefy 
with the global rice research effort of the ·lnternational Rice Research lnstitute (IRRf }, head
quartered in the Philippines. From the very beginning of CIAT, excellent collaboration between 
the CIAT Rice Program and ICA has enabled rapid progress in adapting the new high-yielding rice 
varieties to the agronomic and consumer preference conditions in Latín America. These coope
rative efforts ha ve resulted in so me 35 dwarf varieties refeased by nationaf programs in the region. 
The improved new varieties are now a nnuall y grown on about 1.5 million hectares in both 
irrigated and highly and moderately favored upland systems. In conjunction with improved 
cultural practices, use of the new varieties has made it possible to obtain an average of 1 to 2 tons 
more rice per hectare and has provided the means for nearly all Latín American countries to 
reach self-sufficiency in rice supply. 

Recent developments in Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil) serve asan example of the conti nuing 
impact which the Rice Program is having on the Latín American rice prod uctio n scene. Rio 
Grande do Sul's share in Latín American rice production is 17ofo. The limiting factors to the 
introduction of CIAT technology have been the very fow temperatures during the planting 
season and the flowering period , as well as the rigid demand for high grain quality for the urban 
markets of Sao Paulo and Rio de janeiro. But in 1979/80 a new variety, IRGA 409- based on a 
cross made earlier at CIAT -was released which met the agronomic and consumer requirements 
of the regían. 1 n 1980/8 1 this new variety was grown on 10,000 hectares, with average yields 
1.5-2.0 tons/ha higher than the trad itionaf variety. 1 n the 1981/82 growi ng sea son the area sown 
to 1 RGA 409 increased to 200,000, representing one-third of the area devoted to irrigated rice in 
Rio Grande do Sul. At current farm prices, thevalueoftheadditional production is US$50 million. 
Largely because of the introduction of this new variety in Rio Grande do Sul the import est ímate 
for Brazil has been cut 150,000 tons to 100,000 tons. And the more widespread use of this new 
variety is still on the increase: it is estimated that the area that will be sown to this line in the 
1982/83 growing season will reach 300,000-400,000 hectares. 

The CIAT Rice Program continued to support the efforts of national rice programs by making 
available to them a mu ltitude of promising genetic materials, which meet t he particular agro nomic 
needs and consumer preferences of the countries involved. These materials are pre-selected by 
CIAT from throughout the rice-growing world as well as from the CIAT rice-improvement 
program. In consultation with CIA T's collaborators at the national level, the nursery system by 
which national programs receive new materials was further streamlined to assure that new promising 
materials are tailormade to the needs of given countries. 
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Much of the rice-improvement work continued to be directed at finding more durable resistance 
to rice blast disease, the major rice-product ion problem throughout the region. lnitially, the Rice 
Prograrn set its attention on one particularly promising new, highly tolerant line: 5738. This line 
has already been launched as a new variety by several collaborating countries. 

The year 1981 saw the initiation of a modest rice-improvement effort in support of upland 
culture. Given that close to half the rice produced in Latín America is grown under upland 
conditions and yields in this sector have remained stagnant, even modest advances are likely to 
have an irnportant impact on the rice-production scene in Latín America. At this time, the 
biological constraints to upland rice production have been charted , the research priorities have 
been set, and promising parental materials have been identified. 

TRAINING 

CIA T is a center for both research and training. The training component is considered the 
foundation for the further development of technology transfer channels among the national and 
international levels. At the same time, training is the principal rneans by which CIAT collaborates 
with national programs in building up in-country capabilities for cooperative and independent 
agricultura! research . Beyond that, CIAT is keenly aware that the international commodity 
research networks in the Latín American region, which have been created to support CIAT
rnandated comrnodities, are in no small measure the direct result of the Center's extensive and 
persistant training efforts. Training is offered by CIAT on a postgraduate basis in the following 
forms: (a) intensive courses on research for production related to CIAT cornmodities; (b} indivi
dualized internships that allow the trainíng participant to specialize in a given aspect in any of the 
for CIAT commodities; and (e) thesis internships for M.S. and Ph.D. students. 

In 1982, sorne 250 professionals received training at CIAT. The lenght of internships ranged 
from 1 to 12 months, with an average of e lose to 4 months. As a reflection of Cl A T's primary 
concern for close working relationships with collaborating institutions in Latín America and the 
Caribbean, as well as for reasons of sheer proxi rnity, full 90ofo of all training participants carne 
frorn this region. Sorne three-fourths of the train ing participants received commodity-based, 
non-degree related training. Most of these individuals participated in one of the nine short-courses 
(of 4- to 12-week duration) offered by CIAT in 1982. As has become common practice in the last 
few years, about one-third of the course participants entered individualized internships for 3 to 4 
months upon completing short-course partici pation. 

The total number of professionals having received training at CIA T since the early 1970s now 
has surpassed 2300. Naturally, there has been so me attrition of CIAT -trained professionals in 
collaborating national institutions. Nevertheless, it is felt that a critica! mass of trained scientists 
is available and that, in the future, increasing emphasis can be placed on relatively long-terrn, 
especially degree-related, CIAT training to assist national institutions in their efforts to further 
upgrade the scientific level of their personnel. 

In 1982, CIAT again increased its efforts to provide assistance to in-country courses on the 
production of cornmodities in the Center's mandate. Typically, these courses are intended to 
bridge the gap between research and extension and are aimed at personnel frorn both research 
and extension organizations, and are organized and conducted by collaborating national programs. 
CIA T's role in these courses is to provide organizational and technical assistance until such time 
that national programs are in a position to continue with the courses by therneselves. In 1982, 
CIA T provided assistance to in-country courses in Brazil (beans),Colornbia (beans and cassava), 
Cuba (beans and seed techno logy), Chile (beans) , Costa Rica (beans) , Haití ( cassava) and Honduras 
(rice) . 
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11. GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS 

1 n com mon with many commercial and public entities, CIA T's Board of Trustees this year 
named a special committee-the Audit and Finance Committee-in arder to strengthen the Board's 
participation in and control over fiscal management at the Center. 

As noted later in the section on Special Projects, CIAT has approached the W. K. Kellogg 
Foundation for a special grant to adapt the amphitheater building for use asan auditorium. The 
amphitheater was originally conceived and included in CIA T's buildings befare the movement 
away from specific work on cattle. Consequently t he amphitheater, as with the meat sciences 
laboratory- converted a few years ago to the genetic resources unit-is not needed. However, on 
the other hand, CIAT lacks an auditorium where conferences, workshops, seminars, etc. of l 00 
to 200 people can be held. The W.K. Kellogg Foundation which financed existing conference 
facilities, indicated its willingness to e ntertain a request for the modification of the amphitheater 
for use asan auditorium. With this project CIAT expects to have completed its physical facilities 
at headquarters. 

A recent agreement with the national program of Panama- lnstituto de Investigaciones Agro
pecuarias de Panama (IDIAP) - will enab le CIAT to complement existing sites for off-station rice 
research. 
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111. BUDGET ANO FINANCES 

1981 FINANCES 

Our financia! statements for the year ended 31st December 1981 have been distributed to 
interested donors. They show that operating expenses were US$900,000 less than budget but, 
beca use of a funding shortfall, US$1 00,000 more than available funds. * Capital expend itures 
lagged somewhat behind so that at year e nd a balance of US$265,000, which is fully committed, 
remained unspent. 

CIAT incurred this substantial deficit for the first time ever because of inadequate and tardy 
information on donor contributions for the year. The CG Secretariat had led us to believe that 
contributions would be about US$400,000 more than the actual total and it was not until mid
November that the true picture became apparent. Although every effort was then made to reduce 
expenses toa mínimum for the rest of the year, it was not possible to achieve the 20ofo reduction 
needed to keep total expenditures within availab le funding. 

1982-83 BUDGET AND FINANCES 

In ear ly 1981 CIAT prepared a budget proposa l for the biennium 1982-83 which provided for 
a growth rate of 3ofo in real terms in each year. The proposal followed strictly the guidelines 
given by the CG Secretariat based on their appreciation at that time of total funding for the 
system. With such small margins for growth, many days of management time were spent discussing 
and deciding how to allocate the relatively small amou nt allowed for growth. 

Budget 1982 

TAC endorsed the proposal and recommended addition of the supplemental budget, included 
with the budget proposal , which gave CIA T a growth rate of 3.6ofo for 1982 . However, the CG 
approved for funding in 1982 only the budget reduced by a fallback list which gave a total 
slightly lower in real terms than CIA T's 1981 budget and one less senior staff position. 

The following activities were eliminated from CIA T's budget as a result of the lower level of 
funding approved for 1982: 

Biochemist for nutrition work 
Forage Agronomy - Humid tropics 
Cassava Regional Cooperation -Asia 
Rice Economics 
Beans Pathology 
Agroclimatology 
Restoration of program support reductions 
Restoration of Training and Conferences reductions 
27ofo of new equipment items 

* Alter the financia/ statem ents were prepared one donor's grant, which was included as a 
receivable at the year end, was received but for US$126,000 less so that the real deficit in 
1981 was US$226,000. 
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Subsequently, when it became apparent that funding would be even lower than the CG 
approved level, CIAT prepared a list of reductions adding up toa further 10ofo reduction for 
consideration by T AC in March 1982. Pending recommendations by TAC, CIAT implemented a 
substantial part of the temporary measures to achieve the 1 Oofo reduction. T AC recommended 
a reduction of 6.20/o in CIA T'scase but funding at that level is far from assured so CIAT continues 
to apply temporary emergency reductions to adjust toa serious underfunding. 

Budget 1983 

The new guideline figures gíven by the CG Secretariat have complete/y nullified the 1983 part 
of CIA T's 1982-83 budget. 1 nstead of a 3ofo growth, a new guideline figure, 4ofo below the CG 
approved budget for 1982, was given. To meet this CIAT is planning a 6ofo reduction in support 
staff and reductions in supplies and services. 

Also, the following activities which had been proposed to be added in 1983 have been elimi
nated: 

Restoration of program support reductions 
Restoration of Training and Conferences reductions 
Rice Physiology for upland conditions 
Land Systems Analysis 

1 n addition, the TAC at its J une 1982 meeting had to consider what further budget reductions 
would be required to adjust to the new, lower estimates of available resources in 1983. The T AC 
recommended a 1983 budget for CIAT of US$21.395 million, which is a net reduction of five 
senior staff positions (all previously filled, four currently filled). 

The following table shows the fate of CIA T's recent budget proposals (gross budgets in 
current US$000): 

Budget year 
1981 1982 1983 

Gu ideline budget given by the 
CG Secretariat 20,451 23,840 

Approved by Board of Trustees 18,716 20,451 23,840* 

Revised guide li ne budget given by 
the CG Secretariat 21,964 

Recommended by T AC 17,750 20,694 21,395 

T AC recommended fallback level 20,416 

Approved by CG 17,750 19,615 N/ A 
Modified TAC recommendation 18,392 
Funded 16,463 N/ A N/ A 

* Aspartofthe(nowobsolete) 1982-83 P & 8 proposal. ln April1982, theCIAT Board approved 
the lower figure of US$21.964 million as per the new CG IAR Secretariat guideline figure. 

N/ A = figures are not yet available. 

Another way of looking at budgets for the three years is given in the following table which 
shows the different budgets, fallback levels, gu idelines, etc. in comparable terms, i.e., adjusted for 
inflation from one year to the next. 
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Comparison of Operating Budgets 1981-1983* 

Stated in thousands of 

'81 Dollars ' 82 Dollars '83 Dollars 

1981 
Budget 
Approved by Board 17,381 19,641 22,685 
lncreased inflation incorporated 540 
Reduction at T AC Lima Meet ing {81 O} 
Approved for f unding by CG 17,111 19 ,335 22,332 

Actual Expend ituresa 16,21 1 18,318 21,157 

1982 
Budget 
Approved by Board 17 ,566 19,849 22,926 
1 ncreased by T AC 176 

17,722 20,025 23,129 
Reduced by fall back {744) 
Approved for fu nding by CG 17,063 19,281 22,270 
Reduced level recommended by 

TAC in March, 1982b 16,158 18,259 21,089 

1983 
Budget 
Approved by Boardc 18 ,191 20,556 23,742 
1 ncreased beca use of T AC 

decision on 1982 budgetC 322 
Adjústed proposalc 18,438 20,835 24,064 

CG Guideline 
Budget 

1982 CG Approved Budget 17,063 19,281 22,270 
Baseline Adjustment (771) 
Adjusted base and guideline 

cei ling 16,381 18,51 o 2 1,379 

1983 Request (based on latest 
TAC recomm endations) 15,945 18,017 20,865 

* This tab le shows the operating budgets fo r 1981, 1982 and 1983 and the adjustments made t o 
them in US dollars of each of the three years. 

!!t Funding was US $1 00,000 less. 
!2.- In addit ion to this reduction, working capital and capital are being reduced by US$234,000. 
S The 1982-83 budget assumed 13ofo inflation between 1982 a nd 1983. However, revised 

estimates used in the CG Secretariat guidelines for 1983 give 15.5ofo. Consequently, figures 
shown here have been adjusted for t he highe r inflat ion rate and are therefore larger than those 
shown in CIA T's budget document for 1982-83. 
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As noted new guidelines for the 1983 budget provide no growth for CIAT and start from a 
base which is 4ofo below the 1982 budget. Any growth has to be achieved by reductions in 
ongoing activities. 1 n addition, follow ing the T AC meeting in Mexico in J une 1982, CIAT was 
asked to reduce the 1983 budget by another 2.7ofo as well as show how we would deal with 
underfund ing as muchas 7ofo below the guidelíne figure. 

The rest of this document is devoted to commentaries, explanations and justifications for the 
proposals being made for: 

A) Baseline Adjustment -

B) Change L ist -

C) Supplemental List -

D) Fallback List -

in which proposals are made to adjust the 1982 
budget downwards. 

in which proposals are made for severe reductions 
between 1982 and 1983, in arder to make sorne 
modest additions while still achieving the reduced 
level of funding recommended by the T AC. 

in which we propase adding all the activities 
included in CIAT's Long-Range Plan . 

in which we propase how we would deal with a 
funding shortfall of up to 4.7ofo below the 
budget level recommended by T AC. 

Attached to this document are the two standard CG tables: Table 1 - Summary of Manyears 
and Costs by Program and Activity; Table 11 - Summary of Sources and Application of Funds. 
These reflect actual results for 1981, the various budget figures for 1982 and 1983 and projections 
for 1984, 1985 and 1986. 

A. BASELINE ADJUSTMENT 

CIAT has been directed to reduce the baseline for its 1983 budget to 4of o below the approved 
1982 fallback position and to prepare a Baseline Adjustment List to identify how the Center 
plans to accommodate this 40/o reduction. The very magnitude of the adjustment to be made 
('82 US$771 ,000), and the fact that it is a 4ofo permanent reduction below the already low 1982 
fallback position, makes this a very difficult and painful exercise. CIAT's proposal asto how this 
reduction is to be accommodated is given in TableA. l . 

Table A.1. Baseline Adjustment List 

l. 1982 Budget 
a) T AC Recommended 
b) CGIAR Approved 

2. Program ltems Reduced 
or Deleted 

a) Support Staff 
b) Suppl ies and 

Services 

3. Baseline 

Positions 

67 
62 

62 

10 

Senior Staff 
Manyears 

58.6 
55.6 

55.6 

Operations 
'82 US$000 

586 

185 

20,025 
19,281 

(771) 

18,51 o 



The rationale for, and implications of, the proposed reduction are stated below. 

/tem 2a): Support Staff The number of support staff per sen ior scientist at CIAT is already 
lower than in sorne centers. Current levels of support for the 1980-81 budgets were determined 
after thorough reviews during the budgeting process, and are considered to represent mínimum 
levels required to achieve optimum productivity on the part of internationally recruited staff. 
Neverthe less, the support staff was further reduced by the austerity measures resulting from the 
"Lima Agreement"; the restoration of selected support staff components, each painstakingly 
reviewed, made up part of the 1982 change list. Nevertheless, this restoration was lost as a result 
of the fallback position for 1982. An additional cut of 3ofo in support staff costs and 20o/o in 
temporary personnel and overti me was included for 1982 in the reduction list (ltem 7) that was 
proposed as a means to deal with the funding shortfall this year. Such a reduction, was meant to 
be a temporary one in 1982. Now, it is proposed to be incorporated in the Baseline Adjustment 
for 1983. ltem 2a) shows a reduction in support staff of 6ofo, or 3ofo more than the reduced 
level of support staff in 1982. This additional cut of 3ofo will need to be achieved through 
selective elimination of support staff personnel in given research programs and support units of 
the Center. 

Support staff and other types of direct support for scientific staff (equipment, supplies, 
services and travel) are key to attracting and keeping the best scientists. A survey among senior 
staff personnel conducted by a prívate consultant showed that the good working conditions at 
CIAT was the number one reason for scientists wishing to continue to work at CIAT. They feel 
that they are doing something extremely important and can accomplish more at the Center than 
anywhere else. lf this is changed because the scientists receive less support, the quality and 
quantity of research activities and, eventually, the increases in food productivity resulting from 
this work, will surely suffer. For this reason, the 6ofo reduction shown in ítem 2a) is considered 
to represent the maximum cut possible; any larger reduction would too seriously affect the 
efficiency and the overall productivity of the Center. 

/tem 2b): Supplies and Services. The same careful considerations as described above for 
support personnel has been given to levels of supplies and services. A net reduction of '82 
US$73,000 in supplies for program and support units is proposed. Furthe~ reducti(;>ns would tend 
to increase the percentage of the budget devoted to personnel costs, an 1tem wh1ch has already 
been the subject of T AC criticism, and would no doubt affect the efficiency and productivity of 
the Center. The remaining '82 US$112,000 represent net savings in utilities to be achieved through 
continued self-rationing in energy and telephone use. 

B. CHANGE LIST 

Part 1: Reductions From Baseline Level 

The CGIAR Secretariat guidelines do not provide for any growth for CIAT in 1983 over the 
1982 CG-approved fal lback budget. The d ifference between the red uced basel in e and the guidel in e 
budget cei ling was precisely the sum of the calcu lated provisions for inflation and working capital, 
plus the amount budgeted for capita l equipment for 1983 in t he 1982-83 P & B proposal. Thus, 
a ll of the 2.6ojo reduction below the baseline adjustment recommended by the T AC must be 
achieved by real program cuts, rather than merely foregoing growth . Furthermore, if any highest 
priority new activities are to be added, equivalent additiona l program reductions must be made to 
make this possible. T hus, in order to add the two new positions considered most essentia l, and at 
the same time achieve the recommended budget reductions it will be necessary to e liminate seven 
existing senior staff positions {six of which are currently fil led). The change list summarizing 
these elements is given in Table B .1. 
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Table 8 .1. Change List 

Part 1 - Reductions from Baseline Level 

1. Basefine 
2. Program ltems Reduced 

Module A. Reduction in Administrative and Support Positions 
1) Director 
2) Genetic Resources Specialist 

Module B. Reduction in Size and Scope of Tropical Pastures Program 
3) Animal Health Specialist 
4) Legume Breeder 
5} Pasture Evaluation in Production Systems Specialist (Brazil} 
6} Pasture Establishment Specialist (Brazif) 

Modu le C. Reduction in Size and Scope of Cassava Program 
7) Agronomist, Regional Trials 

3. Reduced leve! 

Senior staff 
Manyears 

62 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

7 
55 

Part 11 : Expansions, New Activit ies and Provisions Proposed for the 1983 Program & Budget 

Priority Description Operations 
Operating Capital MY '82 US$000 

Costs in '83 US$000 

Operations in 
'82 US$000) 

18,51 o 

80 
82 

130 
137 

84 
84 

140 737 
17,773 

Price 
lncrease 

Allowance Costs Working Exp. 
Total 
Costs 

1 Provisions for price increases 
2 Adjustment of working capital 
3 Addit ion of Agrometeorologist 1 

4 Addition of Regional 
Cooperation position for 
cassava in S.E. Asia 1 

5 Capital for existing activities 

Subtotal 2 

Total 1983 request 57 

130 

140 

270 

2744 

20 

22 

2786 

2744 

150 

162 

3056 

225 
2 

2 

229 

18 

22 
297 

337 

2744 
225 
170 

186 
297 

3622 

21395 



For these deletions, as well as those shown in the fallback list, it must be clear that most or 
all should be reinstated when the funding situation improves. These positions have been estab
líshed over the years through long and careful anlyses of the discipline/ program mix required to 
achieve CIAT's objectives most effectívely and efficiently. Most of them were projected through 
this decade in CIAT's carefully developed Long-Range Plan. Their deletion at this time must be 
considered a temporary expedient. A prioritized schedule for reinstatement will be presented 
when sufficient funding becomes available. 

A brief summary of the nature ofthe proposed program and budget modifications summarized 
in the change list follows : 

Module A: Reduction in Administrative and Support Positions 

1) Directors. The current administrative superstructure of CIAT is composed of a Director 
General, four Directors, and an Assistant to the Director General. The four Directors are : 

3 Technical Directors: 
Director for Research for Crops 
Director for Research for Land Resources 
Director for lnternational Cooperation 

1 Director for Finance and Administration 

lt is proposed to reduée the Technical Directors from three to two and redistribute the workload 
accordingly. 

In t~e current organization three of the research programs report to the Director for Crops 
Research, and only o ne (Tropical Pastures) to the other Research Director. Each also has several 
support units and special project activities under his supervision. The lesser number of research 
programs reporting to one of the Research Directors has made it possible for him to carry various 
additíonal center-wide responsibilitíes. Particularly since the incumbent is an Economist, such 
responsibilities have included overall planning, and analyses of socioeconomic benefits (or fore
gone benefits) of various budgetary options. By reducing the Technical Directors from three to 
two it will be necessary to distribute the international relations activities and management of the 
outreach services formerly falling chiefly under the Director for lnternational Cooperation. The 
major portionoftheseresponsibilitieswill beassigned tothe Director for Land Resources Research 
whose title wil l be changed to Director for Resources Research and 1 nternational Cooperation. 
Thus he will ha ve less time to devote to center-wide planning activities. As C l AT airead y has less 
persons in the total senior management positions than sorne centers, the spreading of a greater 
workload to .the remaining Directors and Director General will weaken CIA T's ability to respond 
to special requests by donors, maintain active contact with cooperating institutions, monitor 
C IA T's achievements, enunciate evolving priorities in relation to its long-range plans, and seek 
special project fund ing. 

2) Genetic Resources Specialist. CIAT activities related to research in germplasm resources 
and in the maintenance, evaluation, documentation and distribution of world germplasm col lec
tions in Phaseolus species, Manihot species and in tropical pastures (grasses and legumes) are 
largely centralized in the Genetic Resources Unit (GRU). The Unit is composed of two senior 
staff positions: A Germplasm Specialist and a Physiologist (tissue culture). The Germplasm 
Specialist position is presently unfilled. Active recruiting did commence in October 1981. Despite 
the avai lability of a list of good candidates no appointment has been made pending the outcome 
of center-wide priority discussions. lt is proposed to cut this position, but to maintain essential 
germplasm activities in a ll specíes. This can be achieved through províding continuing support to 
the Unit under the supervision of the remaining senior staff and through th e contributio n of the 
research associaties in the GRU who are in charge of the germplasm work in each commodity . 
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Actual research related to the germplasm per se, particularly with respect to Phaseolus 
species, will be curtailed with the loss of this position. However, activities related to maintenance, 
evaluation, documentation and distribution of germplasm in all species will continue. The extra 
work required in supervising the Unit will obviously reduce the research output in tissue culture 
propagation of cassava. The recent appointment of an 1 BPGR Regional Officer for Latín America, 
to be located with the GRU at CIAT, will provide an important input into regional germplasm 
collect ion activities, particularly in beans and cassava. This latter activity was previously handled 
by the Germplasm Resources Specialist. lt is considered that the loss of the position of Genetic 
Resources Specialist will be serious with respect to the on-going research effort on beans, but 
essential conservation and distribution activities will continue in all species. 

Module B: Reduction in Size and Scope of Tropical Pastures Program 

The reduction of four currently-filled senior staff positions in this program implies a reduction 
of 20ojo from current levels, resulting, no doubt , in the reduced ability of the program to cope 
with the extremely difficult and complex, though highly promising, task of developing pastures 
from previously undomesticated forage species and understanding the complex soil/plant/animal 
interrelationships in various ecosystems. The cut comes at a most inopportune time, just when 
the germplasm is flowing effectively through a well-organized evaluation sequence, and at a time 
when the program was prepared to expand its activities, as recommended by the T AC, to the 
humid tropics in arder to contribute to ecologically sound and economically stable use of this 
important land resources as well as the recovery of the estimated 6-8 million hectares of cleared 
Amazonian forest in a state of degradation. A description of the impact of the individual compo
nents of th is reduction follows. 

3) Animal Health Specia/ist. Currently, animal health research in the Tropical Pastures 
Program has three functions. The first one is to maintain the health of test herds to reduce 
extraneous variability in grazing and pasture management trials. The second function is to evaluate 
the interrelationships between different pastures and the level of various diseases and their 
vectors, and their effect on animal production and productivity. The third function is to monitor 
the epidemiological implications of the introduction of large areas of improved pastures and 
the concomitant increases in the density of livestock populations. The first function can be 
performed by a veterinarian at the support staff level. The other two research functions, will 
become more important as the pasture evaluation and adoption process is developed. In spite of 
its high importance, this activity is currently considered to be of lower relative priority than 
other existing and proposed positions in the Center, includ ing the expansion of testing and 
pasture renovation/management activities into the humid tropics ecosystem (proposed in the 
supplemental list) . The proposed reduction includes the senior staff animal health position, 
and 60ojo of the support costs including support staff. The remaining support staff is to be 
attached to the cattle production systems section of the Tropical Pastures Program to fulfill 
the function of monitoring and maintaining the health of test herds in Quilichao and Carimagua, 
as well as test herds in the on-farm evaluationfvalidation research. 

4) Legume Breeder. The pasture improvement activities consist of severa! overlapping phases: 
germplasm collection, multiplication and evaluation, identification of promising species and their 
lim it ing factors, screening of accessions within the species for the desirable missing character 
(e.g., resista nce or tolerance to diseases and insects), and the generation and selection of new 
genetic recombinations to overcome specific constraints in a few selected promising species. 
The Tropical Pastures Program is currently engaged in all of these activities through a multidisci
plinary research effort. Two Breeders (one a senior breeder with many years of experience in 
breeding of tropical forage legumes) are currently working in the Program. This level of staffing 
has been particularly important in methodology development, in train ing of scientific and technical 
support-level staff and in identifying possibi lities of solving, through breeding, specific problems 
in the more adapted and promising species. Given the large number of materials involved it is 
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highly desirable to eontinue the breeding aetivities with two senior staff. However, in view of 
the foreed budgetary reduetion, the evaluation of available genetie diversity in the germplasm 
eolleetion in various eeosystems, ineluding the humid tropies, should be given higher relative 
priority in the immediate future. As the limitations of the natural diversity in the key speeies are 
beeoming more evident, it will be essential to increase the level of breeding aetivities as soon as 
possible. 

5 & 6) Legume Evaluation and Pasture Establishment Specialists (Brazil). The Tropical 
Pastures Program is at present conducting research for the two well-drained savanna ecosystems 
(hyperthermic/ Lianos and thermic/Cerrados) in two major research sites (the Carimagua station 
of ICA in Colombia, and the Cerrado Center, CPAC, of EMBRAPA in Brazil, in close collabora
tion with the respective institutions). In each of these research sites, germplasm flows through 
a rational and coordinated evaluation sequenee that is supported by an expanding eollaborative 
international pasture network with regional trials in selected sites in most countries in the region . 
The evaluation sequence in each site covers three major research areas: (a) germplasm evaluat io n, 
(b) pasture development and evaluation , and (e) pasture evaluation in produetion systems. 

Three senior scientists are outposted at the Cerrado Center, one in each of three research 
areas: (a) an Agronomist in eharge of the evaluation of all eollected accessions in pure standts 
and in mixtures under grazing, (b) a Pasture Development Specialist who also conducts research 
in soil /plant nutrition and pasture maintenance requirements, and (e) an Animal Produetion 
Specialist in eharge of pasture evaluation under grazing, and of research o n strategic use of 
pastu res in production systems. This small tea m is very much needed at the present stage in wh ieh 
key speeies for this eeosystem have been identified and are subjeet to intensive research under 
grazing. Research by the three staff members is earried out in full and close collaboration with 
Brazilian seientists, with EMBRAPA providing for most of the researeh support costs. In the 
Long-Range Plan it was anticipated that as EMBRAPA develops its own scientific capabilities, 
the two latter positions would be phased out by 1985 and 1986, respectively, so as to provide 
room for tropical pastures regional cooperation positions for Central Ameriea and the Caribbean 
and for subtropical South America. 

Due to budgetary reductions, these two positions (i.e. , pasture development and cattle pro
duction systems) will need to be phased out in 1983. lf EMBRAPA could absorb the two expe
rienced scientists into the CPAC staff, the continuity of the research could be assured whereby 
the CIAT Pastures Program would continue to provide the necessary backstoppping from head 
quarters. lf such an arrangement is not possible, it is clear that the considerable research progress 
which has been achieved in collaboration with Braz ilian scientists for this important ecosystem 
(thermic, well-drained savannas) will be in jeopardy. 

Module C: Cassava Program 

7) Agronomist, Regional Trials. During the initial phase of research on cassava, various loca
tions in Colombia representing a range of major ecological zones of cassava production were used 
as testing grounds for aecessions from the germplasm collection and new clones of cassava becom
ing available from the breeding program. The research was most effective in providing valuable 
information on the adaptation and stability of cassava genotypes, and on the extent of genotype
by-environment interaetion in the species. This information has played en essential role in t he 
evolution of the breeding strategies of the Program. As a result of this earlier work, the Cassava 
Program now conduets its germplasm development work (selection among segregating materials) 
within the context of a range of distinet production zones to take account of the considerable 
genotype-by-environment interaction which has been demonstrated. 

With seven annual cycles of regional trials now completed in Colombia , the international 
purposes of this activity have been largely fulfilled. Thus it is hoped that regional trials in Colom
bia can become a responsib ility of the national program, ICA. This will permit CIAT to place 
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greater emphasis on the international testing network. Given the high priority of establishing 
regional activities in Asia, t he dedication of a full-time senior staff position to international 
testing can be delayed for several years, free ing up a position for the Asia Regional Cooperation 
functions. In the meantime international trials responsibilities will be shared by other scientists 
in the Program with the effect of reducing somewhat their productivity in their primary area of 
work. 

Part 11: Additions 

1) Data Services Unit: Agrometeorology. This position was originally budgeted for 1982 
and was endorsed by T AC as part of the recommended 1982 budget, but was lost in the fallback 
position. 

To be cost-effective, CIA T's commodity programs require systematized information on 
existing conditions in their respective target areas in three main phases of their research activity : 
setting priorities, research strategy design and technology evaluation and transfer. A good under
stand ing of the cl imatic conditions that govern agricultura! production, and the variability and 
representativeness of these conditions, is a prerequisite for success in generating viab le seed-based 
technology. This holds true particularly for CIAT commodity programs, because of the variability 
in ecosystems in Latín America and the strong germplasm-by-environment interactions in all 
commodities under rainfed cond itions. 

In the case of pastures, persistence is much affected by disease and pest resistance. Most of 
the adapted forage legumes which the Program regards as highly promising (i .e., Sty losanthes. 
Zornia, Centrosema) originate in the tropics of Latín America and, therefore, present strong 
gene-by-environment interactions in terms of disease and pest tolerance. Results from regional 
trials strongly support this observation. The same considerations apply to both cassava and 
beans, since both of these commodities have their center of origin in Latín America. Moreover, 
these two commodities are grown in a very wide diversity of cropping systems, particularly in 
the case of small farmers. lnformation from international trials suggests that there is a strong 
interaction between genotype, cropping system and climatic and edaphic factors. In both crops, 
there is a complex of biological constraints. These constraints tend to occur under similar ecolo
gical conditions and vary in their severity depending on the cropping system. Analysis of the 
relationships between performance of various genotypes and between-location/within-season 
weather differences will also aid in the development of material with greater yield stability. In 
rice, particularly in upland culture, a far better definition of target areas and their critica! con
straints is required befare major steps are warranted to fine-tune research priorities and specific 
research objectives. 

Target area analysis and evaluation also are critica! components in the technological testing 
and validation stage . The availability of purposely coll ected and organized data on each program's 
target areas helps the cost-effective achievement of the objectives of the CIAT research programs. 
Sites for regional trials, international nurseries and on-farm validation studies, must be selected 
in terms of their representativeness of the various sub-ecosystems. The improved ability to 
extrapolate information to sim ilar ecosystems will make network testing more relevant. 1 mproved 
ability to associate germplasm wit h a given type or range of ecosystems will also significantly 
reduce the burden on cooperating national institutions and in crease the confidence in networking. 
The T AC S tripe Review on farming systems research ( 1978) identified this lack of information 
as the majar gap in CIA T. 

Thus, the overall objective is to gain a better understanding of the agroclimatic zones and 
cropping systems and their interactions with germplasm, to provide within each commod ity 
program for: (a) an analytical framework for problem identífication and setting of program 
priorities; (b) a better understanding of sub-regional constraints and resource potentials ; (e) a 
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sharper definition of production regions by integrating edaphic, climatic, cropping system and 
socieconomic information; {d} a more objective and rational basis for technology evaluation and 
transfer; and (e) a more cost-effective and efficient collaboration with national ínstitutíons. 

The Agroecological Analysis section (of which the Agrometeorologist will form part) is to 
collaborate with each commodity program in the collection, analysís a nd synthesis of relevant 
climatic, edaphic and cropping system data from its respective target areas. The section will 
eventually have two senior staff: a n Agrometeorologist (in change list starting january 1983) 
and a Land Systems Specíalist (in supplemental list). Rather than adding specialists in these 
two disciplines to each of the four programs, a small central unit will provide for this expertise. 
The inputs by agronomy, economics and other disciplines will be provided by the specialist in 
the respective commodity programs. The two positions for the Agroecological section were 
originally budgeted for 1982 and 1983, respectively, and as indicated above, the first one was 
endorsed by T AC as part of the recommended 1982 budget but was precluded by the fallback 
position. Only the Agrometeorologist position is included in the new 1983 budget. 

2) Cassava Program: Regional Cooperation (Asia). CIAT has already put into action various 
activit ies related to cassava in Asia a nd has long planned an expansion of these activities. Past 
activities have been made possible through a short-lived special project and through the work 
of program scientists based at Cl A T. There is a growing interest in increased cassava production 
in Asia; a number of national programs have been recently established with somewhat inexpe
rienced staff. The highest prioríty has been given to the Asia position for cassava to provide a 
CIAT input into these nascent natio nal efforts. A cassava Regional Cooperation position for 
Asia was recommended by T AC but was lost in the fallback position. The position has been 
placed in the positive change list for 1983 at the ex pense of an existing position asan indication 
of the priority this activity has at Cl A T. 

An active contribution to Asia from CIAT headquarters-based staff will be all but impossible 
in the coming years given the cuts already taken in travel funds for 1982 and the cuts expected 
for 1983. 

C. SUPPLEMENTAL LIST 

CIA T's budget request does not representan indication of the real requirements of t he Center 
to enab le it to carry out its mandated functions most effect ively. lnstead the request ind icates 
how CIAT would apply the resources a llocated to it. T he CG Secretariat instructions invite 
Centers to indicate how they would apply additional funds in the event that overall funding for 
the System is greater than that anticipated by the CG Secretariat and used by t he TAC in arriving 
at the guidelines and subsequently reduced recommended budget levels. The information for 
CIAT is summarized in Table C.1. 

Table C.1 contains a ll elements included in the Lo ng-Range Plan, "CIAT in the 1980s". This 
plan was developed through an intense staff effort over a period of two years. lt is based on 
thorough analysis of the socioeconomic context in which the Center operates and was prepared 
in an integrated, interactive process strongly involving CIA T's Board of Trustees and represen
tatives of developing country national research systems. lt is a shame that such a major effort was 
rendered practically useless by the current financia! st ringenc ies, and that the preocupation of t he 
TAC with short-term budget allocation responsibilities have hindered that important body from 
reviewing this plan. The inclusio n of all items programmed for 1983, but which could not be 
included in the residual budget request, in the supplemental lists represents an affirmation by 
CIA T's Board and management that the Long-Range Plan was indeed sound and should be imple
mented to the maximum extent possible within funding constraints. 
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Table C.1: Supplemental Budget 

* Additional cost (83$000) 

A. Positions Currently Filled but Eliminated Dueto Budget Reductions 

1. Director 
2. Germpl asm Specia list 1 

3. Tropical Pastures- An imal Health Scientist 
4. Tropical Pastures- Legume Breeding 
5. Tropical Pastures- Legume Evaluation Specialist (Brazil) 
6. Tropical Pastures- Pasture Establishment Agrono mist (Brazi l} 
7. Cassava Regional Agronomist, Regional Trials 

In 1983 Full year 

92 
89 

168 
175 
109 
109 
180 

92 
89 

168 
175 
109 
109 
181 

B. Positions Approved by Board of Trustees and Recommended by the T AC but Later Deleted 
dueto Funding Shortfalls 

8. Pasture Germplasm Evaluatio n Specialist, Humid Tropics 
9. Bean Pathologist (Bacteriology) 

1 O. Rice Economist 
171 
160 

214 
206 

C. Positions Approved by Board as Part of 1982-1983 P & B Proposal but not yet Reviewed by 
TAC 

11 . Rice Physiologist 
12. Land Systems Specialist 
1 3. Virologist - Cassava 
14. Bean Regional Cooperation Agronomist- Eastern Africa 

184 
139 
185 
117 

234 
208 
239 
160 

D. Positions Approved by Board as Part of Long-Range Plan, but not Reviewed by Board or 
T AC as Part of P & B Proposal 

15. Pasture Renovation Agronomist , Humid T ropics 
16. Cassava Breeder, Subtropics 

E. Restoration of General Support for Research and Training Activities 

17. Support staff 
18. Supp lies and Serv ices 

1 Previously filled, but current ly vacant. 

132 
164 

677 
214 

160 
200 

677 
214 

3,197 3,595 

* Amounts include operating costs, adjustment s to working capita l and capital. 
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A narrative description is not provided here for the elements of the supplemental budget, 
since these have airead y been thoroughly described in the 1982-83 P & B Proposal and CIA T's 
Long-Range Plan . lndeed all have already been formally reviewed and approved by CIAT's Board 
and the majority have received the endorsement of the T AC. 

No attempt has been made to assign priorities to the list in Table C.1. Since so many have 
airead y been endorsed by the T AC and all are components of a carefully developed and thoroughly 
reviewed plan, it should be clear that a large proportion of the supplemental request merits high 
priority for any additional funds which may be available to the System. When the amount of 
such supplemental funding is known priorities for its use, within the framework of elements in 
Table C.1, will be submitted by the CIAT management to its Board. lt is likely that the cancel
lation of current plans to discontinue program activities listed in part A, and the initiation of 
regional cooperation activities in A frica and Asia will be given high priority for use of such funds. 

D. F AL LBA CK LJST 

The CGIAR Secretariat has requested each center to identify additional budget items which 
it plans to eliminate in the event that funding falls below the level recommended by the TAC. In 
the case of CIAT this would be exceedingly damaging to the work of the Center because a net 
loss of five existing positions and severe across-the-board austerity cuts have already been neces
sary to attain the recommended level. Temporary expedients, such as delaying unfill ed positions 
or living off capital by further postponing necessary equipment replacement will be needed to fill 
the gap while the full-year-effect of phasing out these activities is reflected in expenditures. But 
such measures are not a sound response to longer-term budget deficits. Thus, if fund ing falls as 
low as US$20,416,000, even more severe program reductions will need to be enacted . The Cl AT 
Board of Trustees has approved a contingency plan through which more severe underfunding 
would be accommodated by discontinuing the items summarized in Table 0.1. 

A brief description of each of the fallback contingency items follows: 

l. Elimination of a position of Head, lnformation/Documentotion Services. Currentl y two 
outreach services units fall within the directorate of lnternational Cooperation. These are : 
1 nformation Services ( comprising all the editorial, publ ications and public information activities) ; 
and Documentation Serví ces ( comprising the Library anda set of documentation / current awareness 
activities). At this fallback level these would be merged under the leadership of a single Commu
nications Support head. The resultant loss of one senior staff position from this body of complex 
activities would seriously reduce the Center's efforts in informing cooperating scientists and the 
public of CIAT program results, as well as reduce the core-funded efforts to provide scientists in 
national research systems with information related to beans, cassava, rice and tropical pastures 
through such services as literature searches, commodity newsletters and table of contents services. 
An attempt would be made to fill this gap through special project funds. 

2. Reduction in Posdoctoral Fellowships. During the last few years, CJAT has budgeted 
funds for 15 manyears of posdoctoral fellowships per year. Appointments are made for one year, 
with the possibility of extension up to a maximum of two years. Budgeted funds cover only the 
posdoctoral personnel costs. Research support costs are provided b y the program to which the 
fellow is assigned. The purpose of the fellowships is to provide young professio nals with oppor
tunities to further their training and professional development in tropical agriculture in general, 
and in ClAT commodities in particular. Many of the appointees are individuals from developing 
countries who either are interested in specific research fields within CIAT programs orare return
ing from their graduate studies and will be directly or indirectly responsible for research in these 
commodities as staff of collaborating institutions. 
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Table 0.1 : Fallback List 

Program Activities Reduced 

1981 Budget Request 

Module A - Further Reductions in 
Administrativa and Support Positions 

1. Elimination of a Position of 

ltem 

Head , 1 nformation/Documentation Services 117 

Module B. Training 

2. Reduction in Number of Post
Doctoral Fellowships 

3. Reduction in Training 
Scholarships 

Module C. Further Reduction in Size 
and Scope of Cassava Program 

4. Eli mination of Cassava 
Utili zation Research 

5. Elimination of one 
Breeder Position 

1983 Budget after Fallback 

136 

135 

347 

244 

Estimated savings 
'83 (US$000) 

Cumulative 

21 ,395 

253 

388 

735 

979 

20,416 

The four commodity programs value highly the incremental productivity resulting from 
having two to three postdoctorals working in each of their programs. The Cassava and Bean 
Programs, which do not have full-time coordinators, have found it to be most useful to have a 
postdoctoral fellow working in the same field of special ization as the program coordinador, as 
this enables the coordinator to maintain f ull research activities in his section at the same time 
that he assumes admin istrat ive and leadership responsibilities. Also, CIAT staff and management 
value highly postdoctoral fellowships as a means to identify candidates for staff positions in 
CIAT, in special projects, or in collaborating institutions. 

The proposed budget cut ('83 US $136,000) implies a reduction of five manyears of post
doctoral fellowships. Although this represents a substantial reduction, it still provides for ten 
manyears. A larger reduction than the one proposed above would seriously affect both CIAT
based research as well as collaboration with nationa l programs. 
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3. Reduction in Training Scholarships. Training is one of the activit ies at CIAT that is 
considered to have a very high payoff. lt has contributed to the creation of an independent 
research capability in many national programs and the establishment of close links between 
national research and CIAT. Since its inception CIAT has trained over 2,300 professionals from 
the third world. Training provided at CIA T, and the closely related conferences, ha ve al so contrib
uted to the strengthening of research networks related to ea eh of the Center's commod ity programs 
which, in turn, has permitted a significant horizontal transfer of technology. 

Reducing resources for training scholarships by '83 US$135 ,000 would lea ve only '83 
US$225 ,000 for training scholarships in 1983. This is a 380/o reduction from the CG approved 
1982 budget. lt is recognized that this reduction would seriously affect the leve! of technical 
collaboration with national programs. Gíven the already reduced availability of core funds 
for training scholarhips, CIA T's management is, and will continue to be, actively searching for 
alternative ways to ensure a continuation in providing training opportunities to the countries 
with which the Center collaborates. Alternatives include: 

a) Jncreasing the number of self-funded trainees. With respect to awarding scholarships, 
one could classify the national programs requiring a continued training contribution from CIAT 
into the three following general categories: 

countries capable of totally funding their training candidates at CIAT; 

poorest countries currently receivíng technical assistance loans and grants from funding 
agencies, and thus capable of providing their scientists with scholarships financed by 
these loans and grants; 

partially developed countries not receiving significant externa! funding assistance and 
incapable of providing training scholarships from their own sources. 

CIAT has initiated the policy of announcing courses for which the Center can provide only a 
small proportion of the scholarships and of pressing countries in the first two categories to provide 
scholarships from their own or other sources. 

b) Obtaining special project funds. lt is realized that the two sources of scholarsh ips 
described above are insuffícient for the training needs and demands of national programs with 
which CIAT collaborates; thus an aggressive strategy of special project development has been 
started to guarantee continued CIAT training services to the national programs. 

4. Cossava Utiliza/ion Research. Cassava utilization research has been carried out by one 
core funded senior scientist with a larger than usual (for CIAT) budget allocation to provide for a 
wide range of activities, including partial funding for a visiting scientist in cassava drying research. 
Research has concentrated on developing methodologies for natural cassava drying systems and in 
the utilization of dried cassava in both human and animal diets. The loss of the position from the 
Cassava Program would mean the termination of al! core funded research on utilization of dried 
cassava products in human and animal diets. This work is considered of particular importance 
given the problems of perishability of fresh cassava roots. The loss of the position would thus 
create a difficult situation which will need to be at least partially corrected through special 
projects, particularly in the area of cassava drying. 

5. Cassava Breeder. The pressing need for breeding research in cassava for Asia has been 
recognized by CIAT in the Long-Term Plan. The transfer of a core position to Asia for this 
purpose in 1982 was proposed in the Plan for 1982. Arrangements have already been made in 
Thailand to locate one of the currently CIAT-based breeders in that country in early 1982 with 
regional responsibilities for breeding activities in collaboration with national programs. At this 
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deep fallback position this scientist would need to take on the role of regional coord ination of 
all cassava research collaboration between CIAT and Asían countries, thus merging the two 
positions budgeted for Asia into one. The consequent overall reduction of breeding activities 
both in Asia and at CIAT would mean that a very large responsibility for cassava breeding would 
devolve to the one remaining breeder who would also be responsible for the field maintenance 
of the more than 3000 clones in the CIAT cassava germplasm collection. Thus, the effective loss 
of one breeding position considerably reduces the capacity of CIAT to respond to global germ
plasm needs of collaborating national programs. 
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VI. SPECIAL PROJECTS 

CIA T's 1982-83 Program and Budget document set out the major special projects ongoing or 
foreseen for the period . The fol lowing informatio n briefly details projects currently underway in 
1982 and new projects which have been requested and are expected to come on stream within 
the next year or so. 

Donor and Project 

BEANS 

1) Switzerland (SDC) 
Regional Cooperation for 

Central America and 
Caribbean 

The project is to produce and 
disseminate in collaboration 
with national beans programs 
improved bean technology to 
meet production constraints 
specific to the region. The 
three-man team consists of a 
coord inator, a plant breeder 
and a cro pping systems agrono
mist. A proposal will be made 
to the Swiss to extend the pro
ject beyond 1983. 

2) Switzerland (SDC) 
Research and Technology 

Transfer for Peru 

The project is to support the 
national bean program in in
creasing production and stimu
late liaison with CIAT. 

3) Unspecified donor 
Regional Cooperation -

Eastern Africa 

Funding is being sought for this 
project to station a team in 
Eastern A frica to strengthen 
regional and national research 
capacity to increase bean pro
duction in the region. 

Senior Staff 
Manyears p.a. 1982 

3.0 375 

1.0 90 

4.0 
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Annual Budgets (US$000) 
1983 1984 1985 1986 

453 

55 

982 996 1 ,095 1 ,252 



Donor and Project Senior Staff Annual Budgets (US$000) 
Manyears p.a. 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

CASSAVA 

1 ) Unspecified donar 
Regional Cooperation 

Asia 1.0 200 220 240 265 

Funding is being sought for a re-
gional coordinator to complete 
a two-man tea m for regional 
cooperation in Southeast Asia 
to increase cassava production 
and improve utilization techno-
logies. 

2) UNDP 
Technology Transfer in 

~ Root & Tuber Crops 56 276 262 334 

An initial project has recently 
be en renewed for a further 
three-year period. The project 
which involves liTA, CIP and 
CIAT provides funds for a 
training expert, training fellow-
ships and courses and conferen-
ces or workshops. 

RICE 

1 ) Rockefeller Foundation 
Rice Blast Resistance 1.0 201_/ 

In mid-1980 the Rockefeller 
Foundation assigned one of 
their scienti fic sta ff to do re-
search on developing new gene-
tic strategies for blast resistance 
in rice. The Foundation provides 
funds for research expenses plus 
all sa lary and benefit cost s of 
the scientist. 

Y Plus sa lary and perquisites provided directly by the Foundation. 
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Donor and Project Senior Staff 
Manyears p.a. 1982 

TROPICAL PASTURES 

1) IDRC 
lnternational Pasture 

Evaluation Network 
~~ - e 

This project is to select germ
plasm, train scientists, develop 
methodologies for agronomic 
trials and provide support to 
national institutions for grazing 
trials. 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

1) Switzerland (SDC) 
Seed Unit (Training, 

Outreach, Research) fl e 

The initial three-year phase of 
this project ended in 1981. An 
extension for 2 years was re
cently approved . The project is 
to: train personnel in the devel
opment of seed programs and 
industries; extend technical 
collaboration; conduct research; 
and multiply, process, store and 
distribute breeder and basic 
seed for CIA T's commodities 
to collaborating cuntries. 

2) Unspecified donar 
Training & Conferences 

A proposal has been made for a 
project to carry out training, 
conferences and workshops, mo
nitoring toursand visits to CIAT 
for personnel from institutions 
in Latin America. 

lt-

3) W. K. Kellogg Foundation A.~C 
Audiotutorial Training 

Materials 

This 3 1 /2-year project is for 
the design, development, pro
duction, and utilization of 
training materials on improved 
agricultura! production techno
logy with emphasis on the 
commodities in CIA T's man
daté. 

189 

2.0 695 

216 
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Annual Budgets ( US$000) 
1983 1984 1985 1986 

165 

738 

367 404 

282 



Donor and Project 

4) W.K. Kellogg Foundation 
Construction of an Auditorium 

A request has been made for 
funds to convert a rarely used 
amphitheater into an auditorium 
capab le of holding 200 or more 
participants. 

Senior Staff Annual Budgets (US$000) 
Manyears p.a. 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

550 

In addition to the above projects, many smal ler projects of a collaborative nature, often 
involving visiting personnel, are underway or contemplated. Also CIAT continuously seeks special 
project funding for activities which are incl uded in the Long-Term Plan but which, because of 
funding problems, have not been incorporated in the core budget. 

Not included above are cases where CIAT act s as host .to staff f rom other institutions. Curren
tly the following are in this category: CIMMYT - Andean Region Maize team (2 senior staff); 
IFDC- Phosphorus project (2 senior staff); IRRI - lnternational Rice Testing Program (1 senior 
staff); GTZ- Regional Training Officer (1 senior staff); IBPGR- Regional Officer (1 senior staff). 
Shortly 1 NTSOY and 1 NTSORM 1 L are al so expected to station one staff member each at CIAT. 
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